Program a Barcode Gun

This guide is designed to program barcode guns to select an item and select the quantity “1” using the Search Field.

*This guide is only to be used with barcode guns that are purchased from Point-of-Rental

Brand: Metrologic or Honeywell **Metrologic was sold to Honeywell**

Model: MS9540 or MK9540-32A38

1. Power-up the scanner.
2. Scan the bar code (3 beeps).

3. Scan each bar code (1 – 3 beeps). *This will indicate ‘~’ symbol.*

4. Scan the bar code (3 beeps).

5. Scan the bar code (3 beeps).

6. Scan each bar code (1 – 3 beeps). *This will indicate ‘=’ symbol.*
7. Scan the bar code (3 beeps).

8. Scan the bar code (3 beeps).

9. Scan each bar code (1 – 3 beeps). *This will indicate ‘1’ symbol.*

10. Scan the bar code (3 beeps).

---

*Once you have completed this test an item by bringing up Notepad on your computer and scan a barcode. The scan should look just like this:*

036000139839~#1
Need to start over?

Scan the “Recall Defaults” bar code to erase all previous settings and return the scanner to its factory default communication protocol.